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Strad Films Hires Voodoo Witch to Work her magic in 
Six Sense Records Music Video 
Los Angeles, CA, 10/23/14 - Strad Films and Southern California based Indie record label Six Sense                
Records are re-releasing their Halloween themed video entitled "I Am Galekalu!". This is the              
diabolical High Def music video that took on a life of it's own last year - conjured up from the                    
dark recesses of the supernatural void. 
 
Lucy explains, "A couple of nights before I was getting ready to leave for a trip to New Orleans,                   
Skyko and I were chilling out and having a couple glasses of wine. I wanted to play around with                   
a song idea in the recording studio. The plan was just to just have fun and sing live with the                    
camera recording the session. I began just making up words and phrases as I went along - kind                  
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of like speaking in tongues - and when we listened back to it, mysteriously the words, I Am                  
Galekalu kept repeating themselves. Whoa! Spooky! We decided to not agitate the secret             
powers of the underworld and kept that as the title of the song!" 
 
It is apparent that nothing is ever a small production at their headquarters and the session                
turned into a full blown music video shoot. Skyko wrote a grooving rhythm track and Lucy came                 
up with her crazy (while a little tipsy) makeshift makeup and costume. (Her headdress was made                
of a pair of curtain ties and the makeup on her nose is actually bright yellow acrylic paint!) It                   
just so happened to be right before Halloween so they decided to also film some footage while                 
in the Voodoo City - New Orleans, Louisiana. 
 
The intention of releasing the track in time for Halloween was ambitious but not realistic. After                
laying down the basics for the track they sat down to have a listen with the entire Six Sense                   
team. Everyone agreed that it was becoming a really cool, fun song - and since it was turning                  
out so well, they decided to focus in on the production, give it proper promotion and release it                  
when it was ready. 
 
It took a couple months before all the mixes and video were complete. The video was shot                 
entirely on a Canon 5D Mark II, directed and edited by Skyko for Strad Films in Los Angeles, CA.                   
(This is the second music video that Strad Films produced the first being "Disobey" by the duo                 
The Raveolution). Producing their own music videos in house has proved to be a real boost for                 
them because Youtube has become such a popular way to get the word out about new                
independent music releases. 
 
Lucy added, "The whole process was a lot of fun, I was a little self conscious at first after seeing                    
some parts of the “Galekalu” footage because I am so unbelievably crazy in it, but I guess that's                  
entertainment right? It is good to be comfortable enough to show my other side. Normally I am                 
a serious business person, a loving wife and caring daughter but when the camera is rolling I can                  
really let go of everything and be a fun, wild and crazy lady! I think thats what this video's                   
storyline points out . . . it doesn’t matter how much we try to fight or deny it - we all have that                       
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde tucked away inside. 
 
I think my favorite part is around minute 2:23. The most difficult shot was the blood! We had to                   
shoot that about six times, I kept holding the blood in my mouth because it tasted so terrible.                  
We eventually had to change the recipe into chocolate syrup with red food coloring so that I                 
could concentrate!" 



 

 
Am I a witch doctor? Hmmm - I think sometimes you could say so! I am always creating some sort                    
of potion or natural medicine to cure a cold. I've never done any spells yet though, but you                  
never know - so all of you giant corporate record companies better watch out! The small, but                 
mightily independent Six Sense Records may have the supernatural powers of the underground             
on their side!!!!  Muah ha ha ha HAAAA! 
 
[[Download your free Radio version of "I Am Galekalu!" here]] 
 
[[Watch the video here]] 
 

 
 
If you would like more information, or to schedule an interview with Skyko and Lucy, please call                 
818-268-7673 or email office@stradfilms.com 
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